Current driven by electron Bernstein waves (EBW) and by the electron bootstrap effect are calculated separately and concurrently with a kinetic code, to determine the degree of synergy between them. A target β = 40% NSTX plasma is examined. A simple bootstrap model in the CQL3D Fokker-Planck code is used in these studies: the transiting electron distributions are connected in velocity-space at the trapped-passing boundary to trapped-electron distributions which are displaced radially by a half-banana width outwards/inwards for the co-/counter-passing regions. This model agrees well with standard bootstrap current calculations, over the outer 60% of the plasma radius.
Introduction
Modeling of Electron Bernstein wave (EBW) interactions with electrons in the NSTX device shows that the strength of the quasilinear (QL) velocity space diffusion coefficient peaks near the trapped-passing boundary [1] . This result is obtained for second or third harmonic damping towards the plasma periphery, a region of particular interest for driving auxiliary current. Since the bootstrap (BS) current provides a major contribution to the total current in the NSTX geometry and is driven by pitch angle diffusion across the trapped-passing boundary, this motivates study of the effect of the EBW induced scattering on the bootstrap current drive (BSCD). A simple, but sufficiently accurate, kinetic Fokker-Planck model of bootstrap-RF effects is used. The modeling results indicate that RF enhanced scattering has a small effect on the net driven current for the β = 40% NSTX discharge examined, at EBW powers up to 4 MW. However, significant modifications of the current drive (CD) profiles are obtained due to nonthermal pressure.
Below, the ray tracing/Fokker-Planck-quasilinear calculation of EBW current drive (EBWCD) is briefly reviewed. An approximate method for kinetic calculation of bootstrap current is demonstrated. Synergies between EBW and BS current are described for three EBW scenarios: (1) launch from a region above the equatorial midplane, which gives absorption with wave resonance in the positive toroidal current direction; (2) launch from a region symmetrically below the midplane, which gives absorption in the negative toroidal current direction; and (3) a balanced combination of the previous two scenarios.
These three scenarios will be used to sort out EBWCD-BSCD synergy effects from the simple sum of the two currents.
EBWCD Calculation: no synergy
For the EBW current drive modeling, the GENRAY ray tracing code [2] is used to calculate trajectories and wave characteristics based upon the Stix hot plasma, nonrelativistic dispersion relation [3] . The wave characteristics, consisting of parallel and perpendicular wavenumbers, the wave polarizations, and the energy flux vector, are passed to the CQL3D relativistic, finite-difference, Fokker-Planck code [4] . CQL3D
solves for the bounce-averaged, 2D-in-momentum-space, electron distribution on a radial array of non-circular flux surfaces.
The Fokker-Planck solution gives the balance between collisions which cause the distribution to tend towards a Maxwellian and quasi-linear diffusion which diffuses the electrons towards higher velocities. The quasi-linear calculation is relativistic, including the important relativistic mass shift on the wave-plasma resonance condition. The bounce-average in the Fokker-Planck code is over poloidal angle dependent effects on a flux surface. The resulting electron distributions are represented by € f (u,θ,ρ), the distribution at the minimum magnetic field point on each flux surface. The argument u is momentum-per-rest-mass, θ is pitch angle, and ρ proportional to the square root of toroidal flux within a radial flux surface is the radial coordinate.
The trapped and transiting electron populations are fully accounted for within the bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck framework. Electron-electron collisions are selfconsistent with the electron distribution, except that for purposes of obtaining the Fokker-Planck coefficients the pitch angle averaged part of the electron distribution is maintained consistent with a given temperature profile; this conserves parallel momentumin the electron-electron collisions, but enables steady-state distributions in the presence of electron heating.
The principle EBWCD effects can be illustrated by several figures derived from the codes. Figure 1 illustrates a portion of the EBW data generated with GENRAY that is passed to the CQL3D Fokker-Planck code. This is for a I p = 1 MA, B t (0) = 0.245 T, β = 40% NSTX model discharge. There is strong shifting of the parallel refractive index n // from injection values centered near n // = 0.0; strong n // -shifting is characteristic of injection of EBW off the plasma midplane [5] . n // -shifting is of opposite sign for injection above/below the midplane, and is mirror-symmetric about 0.0 for the up-down symmetric equilibrium used in the present study. The initial high values of n ⊥ are in accord with launch in the EBW mode. The ray data passed to CQL3D, including polarizations, is tabulated at short intervals, giving many "ray elements". Each ray element within a given radial flux surface incremental volume contributes to the summed bounce-averaged quasilinear diffusion coefficient for that volume. Symbol γ is the relativistic factor. Also, there is a magnetic well in the plasma for high β, and the wave is approaching the third cyclotron harmonic at a frequency down-shifted from the third harmonic. (Fig. 4) , the distribution remains near a Maxwellian up to u = 0.27u norm = 3.6v Te , that is, Coulomb scattering dominates the EBW quasi-linear diffusion below this velocity.
The specific parallel current density defined as
shown at the top of Fig. 6 , where e is the electronic charge magnitude; the bottom of Fig.   6 gives the accumulated current density Maxwellian.
The overall current drive efficiency from this simulation is 34.8 kA/MW. The current is in the positive direction, which is the direction of the equilibrium current. This corresponds to Ohkawa current [6] (OKCD) being dominant over the more familiar FischBoozer current [7] . The primary effect of the EBW has been to move electrons from the parallel transiting direction into the trapped particle region, thereby creating an electron hole in the positive direction. This gives a negative electronic current, that is, a positive plasma current.
Bootstrap Current Calculation

Heuristic model of bootstrap current
A physical picture of bootstrap current recognizes that at each minor radius of a tokamak plasma, the density of co-current supporting trapped particles is greater than the counter-current trapped particles, assuming the usual decreasing density with radius. This result is due to the finite banana width of the particles. The co-current supporting particles are at the outside of the banana trajectory, and have density corresponding to displacement inwards one-half a banana width. On the other hand, the counter-current supporting particles have density displaced outwards one-half a banana width. As a result, there is a magnetization current j banana ,
B pol dp dρ
v Te /Ω pol is the banana width, and the trapped fraction. The bootstrap current is derived from this expression and is larger by the factor 1/ε. That is, due to pitch angle scattering the banana current acts as a source in the parallel momentum equation for the transiting electrons (and ions). For the electrons we have
that gives us an approximate relation for the bootstrap current,
B pol dp dρ .
Simple bootstrap model applied to Fokker-Planck code
A simple bootstrap current model has been implemented in the otherwise zero-bananawidth CQL3D Fokker-Planck code derived from the ideas of the previous section:
The calculated distribution function
€ f e (u,θ,ρ) is taken to be the distribution of electrons whose average radial position is ρ. The zero-banana width distribution of trapped particles calculated in the code, f e0 , is the zeroth order approximation to f e .
Distribution f e0 is symmetric in u // within the trapped-particle region of velocity space.
2. To first order in banana width, the trapped particle portion of f e at given radius ρ
The distribution of particles is continuous at the trapped-passing boundary, including the above effect of the finite banana width.
4. To first order, the distribution of transiting particles f e is equal to f e0 . Thus a jump, δf e0 , in the distribution must be added at the trapped-passing boundary to maintain continuity as in item 3:
To implement this jump within the Fokker-Planck code, it was only necessary to adjust all references to f e0 at the trapped-passing boundary, looking from the passingparticle region by the jump δf e0 . This algorithm change was done explicitly-in-time, that is, using values from the previous time step. The code has otherwise fully-implicit differentials. This amount of explicitness did not noticeably destabilize the differencing.
For the NSTX case being examined in this report, the plasma current is positive (counterclockwise looking from above). The jump δf e0 is negative at the positive u // trappedpassing boundary, and positive at the negative u // boundary. This reduces the distribution for positive direction transiting particles and increases it in the opposite direction, giving the bootstrap current.
Electron bootstrap current density calculated with the adjusted Fokker-Planck code is compared with the bootstrap current from a standard model by Sauter et al. [8] , in Figure   7 . Application of the standard bootstrap model in the present case includes using the NSTX magnetic geometry to calculate the effective trapped fraction of electrons. We see Fig. 7 . We conclude that the jump-condition approach to bootstrap current is accurate to within ~ 10% for the outer 60% of the NSTX discharge radius.
EBW and BS Synergy
We report results of combining the bootstrap current model in CQL3D as described above, with RF diffusion due to EBW. Three scenarios are considered: (1) injection of EBW such that OKCD is generated in support of the equilibrium plasma current as in Summary results are presented in three tables. The RF+synergy BS current, that is, the RF current including RF effects on the bootstrap current, is obtained by subtracting the pure BS current from the combined RF+BS current. This RF+synergy BS current can be compared with RF-only current to separate out the effects of the RF pitch angle scattering. In Table 1 , for 0.1 MW RF power, the RF+synergy BS current is a few percent less than the RF current in the absence of the bootstrap effect. The net current arising from synergy between EBW and BS current drive is small and negative. This is counter intuitive. However, as the RF power increases, positive additional bootstrap current ~10 kA is obtained for all three n // -scenarios. The net increase in bootstrap current due to synergy is not large, 11% at 4.0 MW RF power. However, there is a significant effect on the radial profile of the driven current.
More details on these results will be given in order to discern: (1) why the net synergy effect on the current is small, (2) why, at low power, the synergy between the RF and bootstrap current reduces the net RF current. Table 2 and 3 provide further summary results to help discern the underlying physics.
Reversing the n // in the spectra, Table 2 , reverses the RF current drive and, at low power, the contribution of synergy to the RF current. In Table 3 , results for balanced spectra show very small net synergy current. [The SS in the table refers to the single sided (in n // ) spectra driven current.]
The combined EBWCD and BS current profiles, and the average electron energy density versus plasma radius, for the case of 1.0 MW with EBWCD adding to the equilibrium current, are shown in figures 9 and 10. This is the same RF co-current case as for Fig. 3 , but with the BSCD model turned on. Although the energy has a local maximum near ρ = 0.64a, the net plasma current density (opposite to the electron current) is not driven negative by the bootstrap component. This is due to the positive contribution of the EBWCD shown in Fig. 3 . shows the additional BS current due to the application of the EBW power. The average energy profile is very close to Fig. 11 . The resulting additional BS current to the EBW power is close to identical in the two cases of single-sided n // -spectra (Fig. 12 , dash-dot line) and symmetric spectra (Fig. 13, solid line) . This further verifies that, up to 1 MW, there is no significant bootstrap current due to the additional pitch angle scattering by the RF wave. Also, from Table 3 , additional bootstrap current due to the RF enhanced scattering is small (<10% of the single-sided-n // EBWCD). Evidently, the collisional scattering dominates the RF scattering, even at 1 MW RF power. This is also clear from The EBW induced pitch angle scattering gives greater width to the positive portion of the localized RF induced bootstrap current, resulting in the 10.48 kA of synergy current in Table 3 . Radial transport effects may greatly reduce the effect described in this paragraph.
Future studies will address this.
There is a question of why the synergetic bootstrap current, for example in the case of symmetric spectra, is negative in the low power cases. There is a slight reduction in cocurrent traveling electrons and increase in counter-current electrons, which gives the bootstrap current. We conjecture that this asymmetry could reduce the Ohkawa CD slightly in the co-current direction and increase it in the opposite direction, giving negative synergy current.
Discussion and Conclusions
A simple kinetic bootstrap current model in the CQL3D Fokker-Planck code is shown to give accurate results at ρ > 0.4a for a β = 40% NSTX target discharge.
Modeling the additional bootstrap current obtained which arises due to application to 1 MW of EBW power, absorbed in a localized region near the plasma periphery (ρ = 0.65a)
shows that the BS current is primarily due to increased non-Maxwellian plasma pressure induced by the EBW power, although the precise amount may be different than obtained from Maxwellian-based neoclassical formulae. Any additional bootstrap current due to the RF induced scattering appears to be relatively small at this power level, consistent with the observation that the RF does not cause significant quasi-linear distortion of the electron distribution in the main region of velocity space where the bootstrap current is generated.
At 4 MW of applied RF power, there is evidently a synergistic increase in the bootstrap current due to enhanced RF pitch angle scattering of the electrons. The synergistic contribution to the net current is a 10% effect.
The creation of localized nonthermal electron pressure causes localized bootstrap current that is comparable to driven EBWCD. Driving counter-current outside of a neoclassical tearing mode island would reinforce the stabilizing effect of driving co-current within the island. However, the effects of radial transport on this phenomena will be a subject of future studies.
The effect of radial particle transport induced by the Ohkawa CD has not been included in our calculations. In a fully neoclassical plasma, this transport would lead to a change in the plasma density profile and consequent modified bootstrap current which would cancel the Ohkawa current drive, consistent with conservation of canonical toroidal angular momentum [11, 12] . The net effect would be a smaller Fisch-Boozer current drive, reduced by trapping effects, that is opposite to the Ohkawa current drive. However, plasmas have much greater electron radial transport than the neoclassical values.
Experiments aimed at accurate measurement of Ohkawa current drive will be directly addressing physics issues of radial particle transport and conservation of canonical toroidal angular momentum. 
Figure Captions
Figure 3
Driven EBW current density versus radius in 1 MW co-current case.
Figure 4
Cuts versus u through the distribution at constant pitch angles, corresponding to perpendicular direction, trapped-passing boundary, parallel and anti-parallel directions in momentum space. Plasma radius is ρ = 0.64a. Injected power is 1 MW. The distribution is substantially non-Maxwellian above 3.6v Te = 0.27u norm .
Figure 5
Contours of the electron distribution shown in Fig. 4 . Contour values are chosen to give constant spacing for a Maxwellian.
Figure 6
(a) Specific current density j(u) versus u in top figure, and (b) accumulated current
Ninety percent of the net current is driven in the velocity space region which is near-Maxwellian, i.e., below 3.6v Te .
Figure 7
Comparison of electron bootstrap current calculated with simple model (dashed line) with banana regime result of Sauter et al. [4] analysis (dash-dot line). The calculations agree well beyond ρ = 0.4 .
Figure 8
Specific parallel bootstrap current versus u, and cumulative parallel current resulting from bootstrap current model, evaluated at radius ρ = 0.64a. This is a bootstrap current only calculation.
Figure 9
Driven current profile due to combined EBW and bootstrap effect. Conditions are otherwise the same as in Fig. 3 . RF power is 1 MW.
Figure 10
Average electron energy versus radius. The 1 MW of EBW power creates a local maximum in average energy.
Figure 11
EBWCD plus synergy BS (solid), EBWCD (dashed), and synergy bootstrap (dotted) currents, for the 1 MW co-current EBW power.
Figure 12
Same curves as for Fig. 11 , except these are for EBW power 0.1 MW.
Figure 13
Symmetric EBW spectra: 1 MW: EBW plus BS (solid), EBWCD (dashed), for 1 MW of EBW power.
Figure 14
Current density profile for 4 MW symmetric n // -spectra. 
